
No. 1856HOUSE
By Mr. King of Boston, petition of Melvin H. King and another

relative to directing the Governor of the Commonwealth to submit
economic impact statements based on certain items contained in
general appropriation bills. Ways and Means (joint).

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Six

I
An Act mandating a state economic impact statement

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 Ninety (90) days subsequent to actions passed by the legislature
2 and signed by the Governor, which actions affect the budget of
3 the Commonwealth by more than 5% of the preceding year’s
4 budget, or, 90 days subsequent to the passage of the yearly
5 budget, the Governor shall submit to the legislature and make
6 available to the public an Economic Impact Statement specifying:
7 a. the number of persons affected by the action.
8 b. the number of jobs created or eliminated by the action(s).
9 c. a breakdown including at least the age, sex, minority
10 affiliation, and income of persons affected by the action and how
11 each classification of the classes mentioned herein is affected.
12 d. intended goals of the action in quantitative terms.
13 e. timetable of the expected goals
14 f. description of the method of evaluation of success and
15 failure of action(s) to attain the goals within the timetable
16 specified.
17 g. expected impact of such action(s) on the economic export
fa base of the State. For the purposes of this legislation, the term

19 ‘export base’ shall mean those businesses and activities which
20 create jobs or maintain the jobs of people through the creation of
21 a good or service exchanged either within the State or between
22 the State and other geographic areas. However, in presenting the
23 impact statement, each separate type of export base should be
24 specified as to impact.
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